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DIFFERENCE METHODS FOR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
IN ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS*
H. B. KELLER," AND A. B. WHITE, JR.:
Abstract. A general theory of difference methods for problems of the form
Vy---y’-f(t,y)= O, a<=t =<b, g(y(a),y(b))= O,
is developed. On nonuniform nets, to a, tj tj_ + hj, <= j <= J, ts b, schemes of the form
4/u=G(uo,’",uj)=0, _<_j<_ J, g(u0,uj)=0
are considered. For linear problems with unique solutions, it is shown that the difference scheme is
stable and consistent for the boundary value problem /f and only if, upon replacing the boundary
conditions by an initial condition, the resulting scheme is stable and consistent for the initial value
problem. For isolated solutions of the nonlinear problem, it is shown that the difference scheme has a
unique solution converging to the exact solution if (i) the linearized difference equations are stable and
consistent for the linearized initial value problem, (ii) the linearized difference operator is Lipschitz
continuous, (iii) the nonlinear difference equations are consistent with the nonlinear differential
equation. Newton’s method is shown to be valid, with quadratic convergence, for computing the
numerical solution.
1. Introduction. We present a new and rather comprehensive theory of
general difference methods for approximating the solution of both linear and
nonlinear boundary value problems for first order systems of ordinary differential
equations. For linear problems with unique solutions our theory, in 3, states
essentially that a difference scheme is stable and consistent for the boundary value
problem if and only if it is stable and consistent for the initial value problem.
For isolated solutions of nonlinear problems our theory, in 4, states that a
difference scheme has a unique solution converging to the isolated solution if
(i) the linearized difference equations are stable and consistent for the linearized
initial value problem, (ii) the linearized difference operator is Lipschitz continuous,
(iii) the nonlinear difference equations are consistent with the nonlinear problem.
Newton’s method is shown to be valid, with quadratic convergence, for computing
the numerical solution.
The linear boundary value problems that we study include the general form
(1.1a)
(1.1b)
A’y --y’- A(t)y f(t), a =< =< b,
y Bay(a)
Here y(t), f(t) and 11 are n-vectors, A(t), Ba and B are n x n matrices: the elements
of A(t) and f(t) are in CN[a, b] while the solution y(t) is in Cv+ l[a, b]. With little
extra effort we may allbw A(t), f(t) and y(t) (and/or their derivatives) to have a
finite number of jump discontinuities when two-point schemes are employed.
The details of this device are contained in Keller [5] so we do not elaborate on it
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here. Multipoint boundary conditions of the form
y Bvy(zv) [I, a "1 < "17 2 < < "15 < b
v=l
are also easily included.
The nonlinear problems are of the form
(1.2a) 4/y y’- f(t, y) 0, a =< _< b,
(1.2b) g(y(a), y(b)) 0,
where the n-vectors f(t, y) and g(v, w) are assumed to have sufficient smoothness.
We will be concerned only with isolated solutions of (1.2), that is, solutions
y y(t) for which the linearized problem
(1.3a) ’Iy]z 0, a < < b,
(1.3b) [y]z 0
has only the trivial solution z(t) 0. Here [-y] and [y] are as defined in (1.1)
but with the matrices
cf(t, y(t)) cg(y(a), y(b))(1.3c) A(t) =_ A(t, y(t))
-=- --, Bx -= Bx[y]
---
x a, b.cy y(x)
Again we can easily include more general boundary conditions, for example,
the multipoint form
g(y(-r), Y(Z2), "’", y(z,,)) 0.
The difference schemes employ arbitrary families of nets, say {tj}, with
(1.4a) to a tj tj "[- hj < j < J tj b
and are subject only to the restriction that for some fixed r > 0,
(1.4b) h max hj =< r min hk.
If u (u, ur, usr)r is to approximate yh (yr(to) yr(tl), ..., yr(ts))r for
the linear problem (1.1), then our general difference schemes are formulated as
J
(1.5a) q’hU =-- Ck(h)Uk F.(h; f), =< j <_ J,
k=O
(1.5b) huh B,uo + BbUs-
For the nonlinear problem (1.2), our general difference schemes are formulated as
(1.6a) hUj Gj(uh) 0, ____< j --< J,
(1.6b) g(uo, us) 0.
The linearized difference equations obtained by linearizing (1.6) about u are
J
(1.7a) h[Uh]vj =-- Cjk(h, uh)Vk 0, __< j =< J,
k=0
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(1.7b) h[ff’]v’= B,,[uh]Vo + Bt,[ff’]vj 0,
where the n x n coefficient matrices are defined by
(1.7c)
OG(u)Cj,(h, u’)
c3u, 0
< j k < J
Og(Uo, u) cg(uo, u)Ba[UhI Bb[Uh]OUo c3uj
The general results of this paper are extensions of the work in [5] for linear
problems and [7] for nonlinear problems. A form of these extensions is contained
in the thesis of A. B. White [11]. An abstract form of the general technique used
for the nonlinear case is given in [8].
2. Linear boundary value problems. For our basic theory, we need a result
relating linear initial value problems and linear boundary value problems.
However, it is simpler and more elegant to present the corresponding result for
pairs of boundary value problems. Thus we consider first the pair of linear two-
point problems BV(v) for v 0, 1"
dYl A(t)y)(t) f(t) a < < b(2.1a) eY<V)(t)
-= dt
v-- 0,1.
(2.1 b) V)yV) B)y)(a) + B)y)(b
These problems differ only in the matrices Bv) and B) that occur in the boundary
conditions. Note that for all of our analysis v could just as well be a continuous
parameter, say in 0 __< v __< 1, and thus our results apply to families of boundary
value problems. We also define the corresponding pair of fundamental solutions,
Y)(t), as the n n matrix solutions of
(2.2a) .Y<)(t) 0, a < < b,
(2.2b) M<)Y) I, v 0, 1.
An interesting equivalence theorem relating these problems is the following
theorem.
THEOREM 2.3. Let B V(O) have a unique solution. Then B V(1) has a unique
solution if and only if 31)YI) is nonsingular.
Proof. Clearly we need only show that the homogeneous boundary value
problem
(2.4) qy(t)--0, a < < b, (1)y 0
has only the trivial solution if and only if Mtl)y/O) is nonsingular. However, every
solution y(t) of 5ey 0 has a unique representation of the form
(2.5) y(t) Y)(t)
for some , 6 E". Indeed ify 0, then y(t) y)(t) is the solution of BV(0) with
f(t) 0 and II MO)y. By hypothesis, this is the only such solution of BV(O).
But Y)(t)[I is also a solution of this problem, and so the unique representation
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(2.5) is established. Now y(t) in (2.5) is a solution of (2.4) if and only if
,()y (1)y(O) O.
Our result now follows since 0 is the only possibility if and only if
is nonsingular.
The result we actually need is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.3 and the
uniqueness theorem for initial value problems, namely, Corollary 2.6.
COROLLARY 2.6. Let B V(O) have a unique solution. Then Y)(a) is nonsingular.
Proof. With the choice Bal, I, B1) _-- 0, we see that B V(1) becomes the
initial value problem, the uniqueness of whose solutions is well known. Now
apply Theorem 2.3.
Finally, we point out that in all the above results we have not used the explicit
form of the boundary conditions but merely the linearity of the boundary operators
tv). Thus our results apply to any linear constraints which take y(t), a =< =< b,
into E". Obviously, this includes multipoint conditions of the form
N
(2.7) t")y Bl)y(zi),
i-1
a zl < z2 < < ’N b,
where the BIv are n n matrices.
3. Difference methods for linear boundary value problems. The standard
notions of truncation errors, consistency and stability for the scheme (1.5) applied
to (1.1) can be defined as follows.
DEVINITION 3.1. (a) The truncation errors in scheme (1.5) applied to (1.1) are
xj{y} :_ y(tj)- F(h,f), <=jJ,
where y(t) is any solution of (1.1).
(b) The scheme (1.5) is consistent (accurate) of order p with (for) (1.1) provided
there exist constants Ko > 0 and ho > 0 such that
IIj{Y} -< Kohp, 0 <= j <= J,
for all nets (1.4) with h =< h0 and for all solutions y(t) of (1.1).
(c) The scheme (1.5) is stable provided there exist positive constants K1, K2
and h0 such that for any net function v defined on (1.4) and for all h < ho
Ilvll =< K1 hVh[ q- K2 max hvi 0 -< j =< J.
<_i <_J
From these definitions we easily obtain the following well-known convergence
theorem.
THEOREM 3.2. If (1.5) is stable and consistent Qf order p :[’or (1.1), then for all
nets(1.4) with h <= ho,
Ily(tj)- tijl <= KoKehp"
that is, the scheme (1.5) is convergent oforder p for (1.1). Here y(t) is a solution of
(1.1) and u is the solution of (1.5).
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Proof. Let vj y(tj) uj and use the linearity of 5Ph to get that
hVj 5ehy(tj)- hUj Why(tj) F(h, f) j{y}, =< j =< J.
Similarly hV 0, and the result now follows from stability.
We introduce the matrix/h and vectors U, F all of order n3 + n as
B. 0 Bb Uo [
C10 Cll C u Fl(h, f)
(3.3) Ah= U= = F=
Co C1 C a F(,f)
Then the scheme (1.5) is simply
/hU F.
Now we have an equivalent definition of stability as in the next lemma.
LEMMA 3.4. The scheme (1.5) is stable if and only if there exist positive constants
K and ho such that for all nets (1.4) with h <= ho the family of matrices/h are non-
singular with uniformly bounded inverses, i.e.,
(3.5) I1; ll K.
Proof. If I1" II. is the norm on E" used in (3.1c), then we use as the norm on
E"J+"’IIX ,j+, max o x where X (x,..., x’). Using this vector
norm, the induced norm on any matrix B (Bij) of order nJ + n with the Bij of
order n is given by" IIBIl.s+n- maxo<_i<_sJ=o IlBill,. Here of course IIBijlln
is the norm induced by II" 11,. We now drop all subscripts on norms as their argu-
ments suffice to identify the appropriate space.
To demonstrate Lemma (3.4) suppose (3.5) holds. Then for any V _= (v’, ...,
v’)T we have
=< Kmax{hV max,_<i<_j hVi}
Thus (3.1c) follows with, say, Ko K1 K.
Now assume (3.1c) holds. It immediately follows that Ah is nonsingular
since the homogeneous system AhU 0 has only the trivial solution. Then each
vector W E"J+" can be represented in the form W.= /hV for some unique
V E"J +". However, since (3.1 c) implies, for all vectors , that
max (K1, K2)IIAVll,
it immediately follows that, for all W # O,
(3.6) Wl/w
_
2max(K,K2).
Thus (3.5) holds with some K =< 2 max (K a, K2). [-]
We present the basic stability result for difference schemes applied to the
general pair of boundary value problems B V(v) in (2.1). That is, we consider the
two difference problems BV(v)"
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(3.7b)
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J
"hU}v) E Cjk(h)llv)-- Fj(h, f), N j N J,
k=O
l(v),,(v) l(v),,(v)()u()
--. .o +
--
-s I,
v =0,1.
Bv) 0 0 B(bV) l
Co C
(3.9) v)= v=0,1.
We introduce 9h as
(3. lOa) h A(h1)
Suppose B V(0) is stable. Then Ao) is nonsingular for all h __< ho and for some
K>0,
(3.1 lb)
(B(’) B(a)) 0... (B1) B))
0 0... 0
(o)
0 0 0
Then by the assumed stability of BV), we can write
(3.10b) /() [I] + (/(o))-]/o).
Now denote the block structure of (/o))- by means of
(3.11a) (/(o))-,
where the Z are n x n matrices and 0 __< i,j <= J. From the jth "column" of
blocks we obtain, since o)o)-
3
A) 0j
\z(,O,
jth block, 0 =< j __< J.
Note that they differ only in the boundary conditions.
THEOREM 3.8. Let each boundary value problem B V(v), v O, 1, have a unique
solution. Then the difference scheme BVh(O) is stable and consistent for B V(O) if and
only if B Vh(1) is stable and consistent for B V(1).
Proof. The equivalence of the consistency for the two schemes is trivial since
the schemes are identical when applied to any uj with =< j =< J and the boundary
conditions in each case are exact.
To demonstrate the equivalence of stability we introduce
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Using (3.11) and (3.10), we find that
Qho Qhl""Qhj
(o),(3.12a) / 1) 0 I’..,,
where
(3.12b) Qh =-- B()Z(o + B(1)Z() 0 < j < Jjj,
It follows from (3.12a) that A(hl) is nonsingular if and only if Qho is nonsingular.
However, a glance at (3.7), (3.9) and (3.11) reveals that the n n matrix (Zlo)) is
just the difference approximation, using scheme B Vh(0), to y(0)(ti), the fundamental
solution for B V(O) defined in (2.2). Since B Vh(0) is stable and consistent (say, of
order p), it follows from Theorem 3.2 that
Y()(tj)- Zo)ll O(hp).
Then clearly
(1)Y() Qol[ O(hP)
By Theorem 2.3 we have that M()y(O) is nonsingular and hence the Banach lemma
now implies, for ho sufficiently small, that Qo is nonsingular and, in fact,
[IQffo C for all h __< ho and some constant C independent of h.
Thus () is nonsingular and its inverse is
(ffO Qffo Qhl QffO QhJt
(/(hl))-I (hO)- I
Using IIQhjll -< IIBXX)ll II2(o211 / IlBbl)ll II2)11, we obtain
J
IIQhjII _-< (llnl)ll + IlBtbl)ll)K,
j=l
and so
max {lllll, C[lllII + K(IIBa)II + IIBtba)ll)]}.
Thus the stability of BV(1) follows from that of B Vh(0).
The converse is proven by merely interchanging the superscripts v 0 and
v in the above arguments, l-!
Now the relevant application of Theorem 3.8 to the scheme (1.5) applied to
(1.1) is simply Corollary 3.13.
COROLLARY 3.13. Let (1.1) have a unique solution. Then the difference scheme
(1.5) is stable and consistent for (1.1) if and only if the scheme
(3.14a)
-qhVj Fj(h, f), _< j =< J,
(3.14b) Vo 0t
is stable and consistent for the initial value problem
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(3.15a) ’y f(t), a < < b,
(3.15b) y(a)
Proof. We need simply identify (1.1) with BV(1) and (3.15) with BV(O). The
latter clearly has a unique solution as it is just an initial value problem. Then
BV(1) is taken as (1.5) and BVh(0) is taken as (3.14). Our result follows by applying
Theorem 3.8.
The schemes allowed in (1.5) are extremely general. In fact our theory now
enables us to use the very well developed initial value theory of Dahlquist [1] and
Henrici [-2] to determine stable difference methods for linear boundary value
problems. For one-step schemes, the results are particularly simple. Thus if (1.1)
has a unique solution and in (1.5), we take for j 1, 2,..., J
Ci(h)=-O forkvaj- l, j,
(3.16a)
Cj,j_l(h
-WI / j,j_l(h), Cj,j(h) =-I + j,j(h),
(3.16b) IIj,j-a(h)ll =< M, IIj,j(h)ll M for all h =< ho,
then (1.5) is stable and convergent for (1.1) /f (1.5) is consistent with (1.1). This
result easily follows from Corollary 3.13 and Theorem of Isaacson and Keller
[4, p. 396], which implies the stability of (1.5) with coefficients satisfying (3.16).
We point out that one-step schemes for first order systems are "compact as
possible" in the terminology of Kreiss [9], and thus we obtain his results for such
systems and extend them to nonuniform nets.
There are of course many schemes for initial value problems that are not
treated in the above cited works. For example, the midpoint rule for initial value
problems is stable, given appropriate starting data; but by altering the scheme at
only one point (while not affecting consistency), it can be made unstable. Conversely
some schemes which are unstable for initial value problems become stable when
some of the initial data are replaced by conditions at the end of the interval.
These examples, pointed out by H.-O. Kreiss, serve to stress the form in which
the initial and boundary conditions are required to enter in the present theory.
Finally we note that asymptotic error expansions are easily obtained when,
the corresponding truncation error expansions are known by simply using the
stability result. This is done in some detail for special one-step schemes in [5].
For more general schemes devised from initial value methods, we can readily
employ the expansions given by Gragg [13] for one-step methods and by Henrici
[2] and Engquist [12] for multistep.methods.
4. Difference methods for nonlinear boundary value problems. The definitions
of truncation errors, consistency and stability for the scheme (1.6) applied to
(1.2) are as follows.
DEFINITION 4.1. (a) The truncation errors in scheme (1.6) applied to (1.2) are
xo{y} =- g(y(a), y(b)), xj{y} Vy(tj), =< j =< J,
where y(t) is any solution of (1.2).
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(b) The scheme (1.6) is consistent (accurate) of order p for the solution y(t)
of (1.2)provided there exist constants Ko > 0 and ho > 0 such that
II:j{y}ll Kohp, 0 <= j <= J,
for all nets (1.4) with h =< ho.
(c) The scheme (1.6) is stable for yh provided there exist positive constants
Ko, p and ho such that for all net functions vh, wh So(yh) {uh" uj- Yj]I -< P,
0 -< j =< J} and all nets (1.4)with h __< ho,
IIv- wll < K, max
In analogy with Theorem 3.2, we now have the well-known Theorem 4.2.
THEOREM 4.2. Let y(t) be a solution of(1.2) andfor all nets (1.4) with h <= ho
let u be a solution of (1.6) in S,(yh) where yj y(tj). If (1.6) is accurate of order p
for y(t) and stable for yn, then on all nets (1.4) with h <= ho
Ily(tj) ujll < KoKphp.
Proof. By Definition 4.1(c) with vj y(tj) and wj uj,
y(t)
_< Ko max ]l4y(tk) UkI], k J" [[g(y(a), y(b)) g(uo, uj)[[}.
Using (1.2b) and (1.6a, b), we get the result upon recalling Definition 4.1 (a, b). V1
The basic problems are of course to insure that (1.6) has a solution in So(yh)
for all h =< ho and to verify stability. We could apply the general theory developed
in [8] to get these results, but in the interest of completeness we indicate the details.
For-stability we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.3. Let y(t) be an isolated solution of (1.2) and assume
(i) the linear difference scheme
(4.3a) 5Ph[yh]vj 0, l<j<J v =zo
defined in (1.7) is stable and consistent for the initial value problom
(4.3b) [y]z:0, a t< b, z(a)=zo"
(ii) for some p > O, KL > O, ho > O, all w So(yh) and for all h <= ho,
(4.4a) 5ah[yhI ffw3 =< gLIlY
-
wl.
(4.4b) ]lBx[yhI Bx[wh]]] <= KI max {]ly(a)- Wol}, Ily(b)- wjII}, x=a,b.
Then the scheme (1.6) is stable for yh provided p is sufficiently small.
Proof. Define Ah[WhI for any wh So(yh) by using (1.7c) with u replaced by
w in (3.3). We claim that Ah[yhI is nonsingular and for some constant K > 0,
(4.5) for all h _< 0,
This follows from Corollary 3.13, Lemma 3.4 and 4.3(a, b), since y(t) is assumed
an isolated solution, and thus (1.3) has a unique solution.
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Let us write the nonlinear difference operators of(1.6) in the vector form
(4.6) *(uh)
\ u /
Then by the assumed differentiability of the Gj(. and g(., ),
(4.7a) (vh) (wh) [vh, wh](v wh),
where
(4.7b) h[Vh, WhI Ah[SV + (1 s)whI ds.
It follows from (4.4) that for all vh, w So(yh)
I]A Ivh, w] Ah[yhI PKc.
Thus if p is so small that pKcK < 1, the Banach lemma implies Ah[’," non-
singular and in fact
K
pKcK"
Stability as in Definition 4.1(c) is simply, using (4.6),
v w g (vh) (wh)
and it clearly follows with Ko K/(1 pKcK).
The existence of a unique solution Sp(yh) of the difference equations (1.6)
for each h ho is established by contraction mappings applied to
u u A; [y"].(u).
The proof assumes consistency as in Definition 4.1(a, b) and the hypothesis of
Lemma 4.3. The details are contained in [8, Thm. 3.6] and are similar to part of
the argument in [7, 3]. Combining these results with those of Theorem 4.2 and
Lemma 4.3, we have the following basic theorem.
THEOREM 4.8. Let y(t) be an isolated solution of(1.2). Let the difference scheme
(1.6) be accurate of order p for y(t) and satisfy the hypothesis (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.3.
Then for p > 0 and ho > O, both sufficiently small, the difference equations (1.6) have
for each h ho a unique solution u So(yh) with
Ily(t;)- u; Mhp,
jbr some constant M > O.
To actually compute the numerical solution, we employ Newton’s method in
the form
(4.9a) u Soo(yh),
(4.9b) Ah[Uh](uh+ uh) --(uh), V 0, 1, 2,’’".
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The quadratic convergence is easily established under the hypothesis of Theorem
4.8 with some Po =< P. For any v Spo(yh), we have the identity
Ah[vh] Ah[yh]{[l -’[yh](h[yh
Using (4.4a, b), (4.5) and the Banach lemma, we have that Ah[hI is nonsingular
with
K(4.10) I1;’[vh] =< K,o poKK"
From (4.9b) with v 0 we obtain, using (4.7),
u] u -A#’[u](yh) + A-’[u]Zh [u, yh](yh U).
NOW note that
A- [Uo3Zh[u, yh] + A- X[u](h[u, yh] Ah[u]).
Using (4.10) and the Lipschitz continuity (4.4), we find that for any Po _-< P there
exists some C > 0 such that
Thus we finally get, recalling (4.1a, b), that
(4.11) u]
-u <- KooKohV + Cpo.
From (4.10) and (4.11), the quadratic convergence of Newton’s method follows
in standard fashion (see [6] or [10]). The convergence proof in [7] is unnecessarily
restrictive, as has been observed by F. de Hoog [3], since sharp estimates of
(u)ll were sought rather than of IA- [u](u) as we do above. In particular,
we stress that it is not necessary that Po be reduced with h, and thus a much larger
sphere is shown to be in the domain of attraction for the root in question.
In closing, we note that the complete nonlinear theory goes over for the general
nonlinear multipoint boundary conditions. The details are quite similar to those
contained in the Appendix to [7] and so we do not repeat them here.
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